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No expansion to the west of the bridge is foreseen,
but the initiation of a school of medicine might
prompt consideration of the possibility of such
expansion.
 
Night and summer rain cover the deserted campus,









a career in the Royal offers:   
0 Good starting salaries
0 Early recognition of abilities
0 Varied. exciting prospects
325 Ouellette Ave. 2536151 0 An excellent training program
0 Opportunity to move
0 A rewarding future
Winograds
For further details, ask your local Royol
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The year is over. Did you learn anything? Ar
e you
a better person? Where are you going? . . . . . P
articipate
a little more next year . . . . . Don’t conﬁne y
our educa-
tion to the classroom, or your educational goal wil
l not be
fulﬁlled. The time for reflection, on the past a
nd the
future is now. Enjoy your summer, but paus
e now and































that first day? The
silent fears and
anticipations of the ‘
unknown. The awesome
campus . . .
and insignificant you.
One person lost . . .
V ‘.*-“—‘ﬂ .._...~_ ...;... _..... -..... 1--
  
in a mass of people —
unfamiliar faces ——
strangers in the night.
    
it grew and spread. You




and struck up an apparently
genial relationship —
 
   
  YOU suddenly
began wondering if you were
going to experience the
great toils and pains of









































full swing and you
realized it was time
to knuckle down.
You often sat and
discussed contemporary
issues or future
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 STUDY was
an important function of your
university year — whether getting
ready for a big test— or
sweating it out over an
assignment that was overdue.






















. . . and set out to
improve mankind.
and the athletic endeavours ——
you persisted— made your
claim to knowledge . . .






















































I believe in TOMORROW because it is unspoiled.
I have not, nor has anyone yet written on it
With the grimy ﬁnger of folly or selﬁshness or sin.
No wars have been fought in TOMORROW.
No lie has been told, or dishonest deed done.
No man has treacherously failed a friend in TOMORROW.
TOMORROW is one dear beautiful day,
The day on which dreams come true,
On which the impossible things will yet be done
On which I shall have the nerve and the will
To be and to do,
That which was too much for me





















I must write this message when the 1967-1968 term is only one-third over, long
before its full influence in the development of the University of Windsor can be
assessed. However. there are already many indications that this is in effect our
“take—off" year, as the economists use that term to describe a sudden marked
acceleration in growth and effectiveness, after a preliminary period of preparation.
In our case the results of the planning and preparation of the last four years, since
the establishment of the University of Windsor on a new basis in 1963, are
becoming increasingly evident.
Every few days, this fall, there has been some event or announcement which
testiﬁed to the growing range of our activities as a university. Within the past
several weeks there has taken place a Psychology Symposium which attracted wide
attention, and at which the papers presented were of such high quality that they
will shortly be published in book form. The campus has welcomed such diverse
and distinguished visiting lecturers as Jean Papineau-Couture, one of Canada‘s
most eminent composers, and Sir Roy l-larrod, the famous British economist. A
new residence for men has been opened, and new athletic buildings are well along
in construction. It was announced that four students would be accepted as mem-
bers of the University Senate. and that the University would ﬁeld a football team
for intercollegiate competition in 1968, two announcements which presumably
appeal to different sectors of student opinion. And, on the initiative, and under
the complete management of student organizers, an Open House was held at
the University one weekend for the citizens of Windsor to visit the main buildings
and departments, arousing a quite remarkable interest in the city, with an estimated
attendance of 12,000 to 14,000 in the space of two days.
These few examples are only a small indication of the many dynamic develop—
ments taking place on our campus in the past several years, as the numbers of
students and staff increase, new departments and faculties are added, and new
buildings to accommodate them are constructed. These are the outward signs of
the growing pride which we have in the University of Windsor and of our ambition
to make it one of the outstanding universities in Canada. In the last analysis the
reputation of a university is made by the quality of its staff and the response of its
students. It is my conviction that we will certainly realize our large ambitions for
the University of Windsor, and I am conﬁdent that, when the record is complete,
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—-THE paying out of money, the
wearing of beanies, the signing
of forms, —— the registration.
 
—THE attending of classes,
the going to parties, the
making of friends, the
roasting of hot dogs and a
few faces — keep clean!
  




















































—THE proposing of marriage, the
cleaning of campus illumination,
and the building of a Centennial
Log Cabin by the Frosh Labour
Union under the skillful(?)
supervision of Upperclass
Management Incorporated.
ALL THIS was Frosh Week at the












Carol Ann Coulson Suzanne Desilets
Frosh Princesses
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Homecoming
:1} MAKING floats, marching in
L ' parades, watching pretty girls,








































































































YOU danced with a





f 33 L Qu
een was crowned
‘ 1 and you dug into
‘ yo
ur already empty
3 WINNING FLOAT — ECONOMICS & POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
coin purse to see . . .
l
I: z
CHOOSING a winning float, a hard
6
job for anyone else but Syd of
1 Bridge; it was all part of
l ‘ Saturday’s festivities.
q






THE Serendipity Singers and
Chad Mitchell in concert. The
“Serendips”, as they were fondly
called by one student, came on
with a bang and won the audience
immediately. Their impressions
ran the gambit from comical
commercial spoofs to moody
ballads and love songs.
Chad Mitchell approached the
audience with a varied repertoire
of night club-type presentations
to which the audience developed
gradual appreciation. Chad
finally won over his audience with
the Flemish-French ballad Marique-
Marique. Everyone was thoroughly
satisfied that the entertainment




SUNDAY saw the rallying of cars
as the University of Windsor
Autosport Club held its first
annual Homecoming Rally.
And this was Homecoming ’67.
   




















   
CHAPPLE 
     
ON November 18 and 19 the
students of the U. of W.,
under the direction of
John Britton and loyal
followers, threw open
the doors of this noble
institution for public
inspection. This first
annual Open House was a
triumphant success as
12,000 - 14,000 people
toured the campus and













   
  
  







   
A clown is a clown is an
Ugly Man? At least at the
U. of W. during the week
preceding Hallowc’en. Money
was raised for SHARE by
means of the Ueg Man
contest, and a slave auction
(the cute little blonde third
from the right brought a
record $112.50). There were
even two for the price of
one, so you could double
your pleasure and get sixteen
































































     
“C’est longtemps que je
r6de”—A sparkle of applause
follows. “You’re Gone” --—-
the audience is gripped.
A short jig — the audience is
won over. “Mon Pays” —
a standing ovation by a
predominant English speaking
audience. An encore follows
and then the people exit wondering
if she can be for real.
The next day they read the
Windsor Star; “Her talents
are so many faceted that just




It is thus that Miss Monique Leyrac
captures Windsor whether she sings
French Canadian folklore or English
ballads, her talents are enjoyed
and leave each person hoping that
she will return soon.
83
  





























from the run of the mill
concert —- a new individualistic
style of presentation
and a distinctive Canadian
flavour for a distinctive
Canadian year.




in renditions of songs






























   
CENTENNIAL WEEKEND FACED the issues with the
politicians.
The students carefully chose their questions but . . .
the panel created its own controversies over the role
of the Federal Government in Education, the Ontario
School System, Leadership, and the new N.D.P. policy
of centralization and special status for Quebec.
   
STUDENTS: Ron Fisher, Jack Kiervin, Bob Somers, Bo
Lyman, Paul Thibault.
  
PANEL: Andrew Brewin, N.D.P. M.P.; Herb Gray, Liberal M.P.; Hon. William Davis,
Ontario Minister of Education; Mark MacGuigan, Dean of Law. Student Chairman David
Walsh listens.
Hon. Paul Martin, Minister of Ex-
ternal Affairs stressed the need for
national unity. Only then could
Canada play an effective part in
International Affairs. “It is no
longer sufficient to apply a patch
here and there.” He urged English
speaking Canadians not to cling to
old ways because of tradition.
 





Meritorious achievements by students were
honoured by Dr. J. F. Leddy at the annual Presi-
dent’s Banquet for Scholars. The evening com-
prised of speeches, presentations, and of course.
the dinner. We congratulate these students for
bringing a degree of honour and pride to the cam-
























“Spirit” ran high and
plentiful as residence students
turned out in great numbers to
honour their illustrious








  THE INNOCENCE OF CHILDREN is the joy of
Christmas as displayed by the children at the
party for the underprivileged, sponsored by
the U.C.W. Santa received a jolly welcome
with bright smiles and sparkling eyes. The
excitement and enthusiasm transmitted by all,
amply rewarded the students for their generosity. ‘
As a matter of fact, it is doubtful as to who
had the most fun . . . the little boys and











 A Sac Christmas
T’was the time before
Christmas
And all through the U.
» Everybody was stirring
" Their spirits and brew.
All the streamers were hung
Through the Centre so dear
3 For the students had heard
Santa’s coming this year.
The girls from Electa
Received a curfew of three
To go to the parties
















































































..   .1
M.C. magician,
Karrell Fox entertained.
Left the audience in
stitches
With tricks unexplained.
It was agreed upon by all
That the parties were great
They concluded the first term




















expected — They made the category
Spanky And Our Gang, more than we
I! {’r” .—






Gerry Roth and friend
 
Every type of music from folk rock
to blues plus a touch of hillbilly.
Amelia Erehort was also given a
musical biography. Thunderous
applause and the business manager
conceded we were more than he
expected. Following the concert—
the Detroit Wheels.
Basketball Saturday and the
Lancers walked over U. of W.O.
[05-88. After the concert the Soul
Purpose Plus Two and WOW! 3
go-go girl. Winter Weekend Wipeout
was wiped out, temporarily at ;
least, by floods. ‘





























   
 
"THE ROOM”
an added feature to our campus this
year, has provided a weekly atmospheric
mood. The “Room” never seems large
enough for the Sunday night crowd
who frequent it becoming one of the
most popular retreats on campus.
    
We reap entertainment
from the many and varied
talents, of our friends
and classmates, who
provide us with everything
from folksinging, sing-a-longs, to
poetry and drama readings in the
dimly candle lit surroundings while
doughnuts and coffee are served.
Much credit for the success of
the “Room” goes to Fr. Hogan, Fr.
Christenson, and Dr. McEachern for
originating and developing the idea
of the “Room”
   
  ORGANIZATIONS
      
S. A. C.
THE U. of W. student body was governed by two
distinct, but not different, Student Administrative
Councils this year. Due to personality conflicts and
heavy workloads, most of the first council resigned
prior to the Xmas break. Elections were held, the
vacant seats were filled, and the second council
took over where the first left off. Now you know why.
Individuals on the council displayed serious dedication
to the job before them and the end result proved
this. This year’s concerts were well planned and other
programmes followed this lead, even though SAC was

































    
 
   















Gary Lane Alan Flint ’.
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Debby Verosky, Kathy Roth, Rene Urbanic.
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I. The Lance, a weekly publication of the
:4 3 University of Windsor students, gives regular
2 3: coverage to things of interest on the Windsor
2 Campus as well as informing the student body
of events on other Canadian Campuses. Often
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Al Martinich, Editor Generation
Board of Pubs — not shown —— Doug Frowley—chairman, John Birchall, ed. Ambassador.
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the event was well titled.
Other activities planned include the
Winter Weekend Wipeout, ice races,
the Pizza Pie, Mud in Your Eye,
rallye and a special safety forum
featuring the film, “Could you pass
the Ontario Driver’s test?”
But how can the cataloging of our
major event adequately describe the





U. W. A. S. C.
 
Road rallying as a competitive sport has grown in popularity
especially during the last five years; but it was not until the fall
of 1967 that this exciting past-time came to our university
in the form of the University of Windsor Auto Sport Club.
Our varied program included a rallye school in October which
precluded our first event, the Homecoming Rallye, designed
to test two fundamentals, timing and direction. Later
that month, three club cars placed a close second to
Western in the Inter-collegiate Rallye held at London.
On January 14th, the competitors who ploughed their way
through the snowy “Sweat ‘N’ Swear” agreed that
It is our hope that this initial enthusiasm
























Aspiring young business students and top brass
business leaders. That’s the combination the
Commerce Club makes in its annual programme. This
year the major activity was a weekend in Chicago
with a luncheon, as guest speaker, a member of the
Chicago Board of Trade, the largest commodity
exchange in the world. The local culture was also of
great interest to the club members attending. Also
held during the year were tours of various local
industries such as Chrysler’s, Hiram Walker’s,
and the Ford Motor Company (River Rouge). On
the social side of the club’s activities were the annual
Christmas semi-formal dinner dance and the annual
%
  
mid-year dinner meeting at the Playboy Club in
Detroit.
   COMMERCE
CLUB
    
   
  
  
   
Front: Bob Bain, Mary Ann Battison.
Back: Ron Fisher, Greg Williams, Bob Copland.
Under the dynamic leadership of the executive,
the PC club could boast of having the largest and most
1‘ active political club on campus. A large proportion
l of the membership found themselves deeply involved
‘ I l in a political election by participating in a political
I. . campaign. The club was also able to send a
' § 1 I delegation to a provincial PCSF conference at Brock
University, and send 15 members to a national
‘ , convention in Ottawa. The highlight of the year was
5 : the opportunity to meet Robert Stanfield, the Federal














Gerry Levesque John Flett Richard Morosini
(Vice-Pres.) (Pres) (Exec. Advisor)
Tim Reid
MP. Scarborough
The Liberal Club had a very busy agenda this
year. In November the Ontario Student Liberal
Convention, held in London, was addressed by Mr.
Robert Nixon. Mr. Nixon’s topic was “urban
problems”. Tim Reid MPI’ for Scarborough East
addressed the club in January and discussed
“Leadership and the New Politics”. In January, too,
the Thinker’s convention was held at the University
Centre. The topic of discussion was “Liberal Party”.
In February the Ontario Liberal Party Convention
was held in Toronto and in April the National
Leadership Convention was held. At the latter a new






Back: Colleen Cillis, Glenn Bond, Lynn Lefebvre.
Front: Mike Kelley (Pres), Gerry Graham (V-P).
 
One of the fastest growing clubs on campus
with a varied program for the good skier as
i 4‘ well as the beginner.
Trips are planned for weekend as well as day















    
All members are urged to par-






   
Back: Rick Decol, Heather Stirling.
Front: Alexandra Semeniuk, John England (Pres).
GEOGRAPHY CLUB
The Geography Club, this year, offered its membership a Trip to the Mammoth
Caves of Kentucky. The three day weekend tour was open to all geography
students and club members and attracted a large number of students. The group
was divided into two sections. Both sections toured the Mammoth Caves State
Park and later split up. The urban geographers went to the local towns and
points of habitation and the physical geographers explored the local geomorphology.
Numerous sections of northwest Kentucky were investigated for both geological
and chemical customs. The club also plans to sponsor a geological field trip to






























The film society has once again shown itself to be
one of the largest and most active of the clubs on
campus. The average attendance at the 14 film
presentations was approximately 200 with the
patronage often reaching 600 and over, as in the case
of THE PAWNBROKER and LE BONHEUR.
As in previous years, the Film Society placed
emphasis on film production. Gil Gouvreau, the club’s
President (3 years), who directed SEGMENTS last
year and the award winning HELPLESS, in 1965, was
once again behind the cameras. One film, possibly
two, were made for the second half of the term.
Thus the Film Society for both film production and
film appreciation has continued to bring to the campus







John Doyle  
  
Paula Mugas. Betty McBeth. Suzanne Conlan Sec. Alice Krueg-
er, Margaret Clark. Jareth Taylor. Judy Gilmore.
Dr. Edward Kovanik (director). Louise Nelson. Bonnie Reid.
Kathy Broderick. Bryan Wylie. Philip Schmidt (VP). Brother
Donald,
The U. of W. ChOI'llS has presented tWO fun Scale Rose Marie Renaud. Margaret Bateman. Sister Jerome. Ruth
Atkenson. Sandra Boghean. Vicki Frederick.
concerts this year. The first, early in November,
Rhys Sale. David Kaiser. John Devine. Pat McCourt.
continued a variety of selections varying from
Renaissance to modern music, demonstrating versatility
of the group. At Christmas a carol fantasia and
selection from Handel’s Messiah were heard, complete
_ with orchestra and soloists. In the spring, Mozart’s
a “Coronation Mass” in C major will be produced. U . O
F W .
A relatively new organization, the music society has
been very active on campus, revealing the dedication and
sacrifice of all involved, especially those persons
CHORAL C I









Mike Tilka, Righteous Ray Bowen Dianne Dietrich, Mikhail Mu
ldoon.
Jazz Club is a club that is primarily interested in the Jazz form of mu
sic. Through—
out the year they have provided music of the ‘Soul Purpose‘ as well
organized
trips to special concerts in the area. By the club many more students have
gained






    
W. U. S. C.
COMMITTEE
Bob Somers Frank Grabowiecki
The two major projects of the committee this year, the SHARE
Campaign and Treasure Van, have been the most successful
yet to be held on campus. In the former, the zeal and spirit
of many of the residence ﬂats were the major contributions
to success. The sale of ten tittering seductive campus nubiles
was the major innovation in the campaign, and this was so j
successful that it will be an annual event. Treasure Van sales




      
    
DOCTOR LEDDY
EATS OUT
One day last November, the men from the
Fifth Floor Cody Hall invited Dr. Leddy to
an informal dinner in the cafeteria.
Fortunately for the Doctor the meal was one
of the “better” ones—it is remarkable what
a cafeteria staff can do with ground beef.
  
Ah! the powers that an important man can








     
    
   
























































This year the Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Club
threw together a bunch of guys and a few girls, and the
reaction produced field trips to the ClL plant in Toronto
and another one to Chicago. Several guest lectures were ‘















Each year the Engineering Society, while fully aware that establishing a unity
within the society is of primary importance, tries to promote and strengthen the
bond that can exist between faculty and students. However as membership
increases, these responsibilities become more difficult to fulfill.
This year frosh orientation was more intense. Group projects were designed to
help new members to familiarize themselves with the campus and meet senior
students. Flour and water and a corn roast completed the baptism.
And Engineering Evenings were planned to provide a perfect opportunity for
students who are part of a profession to meet and associate with the members
of the faculty of which they are a part, in a professional manner.
The Student-Faculty Council offered both sides an opportunity to express their
opinions on the academic and social difficulties of Engineeering Students.
Although an initial period of unrest developed, during which members of the


















Front: Liz Milné, Ray James, Faye Hilton










   
FRENCH CLUB
The “Cercle Francais” of the University of Windsor is a
growing Club. Every year, its members participate more and
more to make it what it is. The goal is to bring together all
students interested in speaking French and learning the French
culture. To attain this end, the meetings are conducted in French
and films are brought in. This year, the big project is a trip to
Winter Carnival in Quebec City. The Club is also planning to
sponsor a “French night”. This will be a variety night featuring
the Club itself and high schools in the area. We hope to see the
same spirit next year.
, “Au revoir”













   
 
 
Front: Venia Yawarsky, Eugene Telka, Julia Ratushny.




It has been the aim of the Trident Club to “create
and foster interest in the Ukrainian ethos . . .
among the student body as a whole and particularly
among students of Ukrainian origin, in order to
increase their consciousness as, Canadians, of the
past and potential contributions of Ukrainian
elements to the growth of Canada”, and this year
was no exception. With the largest membership
since the club’s beginning in 1951, the club participated
in the Openhouse, the 1.8.0. “International Night”
and Ukrainian Week, during which the artwork of
Mr. W. Swyrydenko was displayed, Folkmusic
heard, and exhibits of handicrafts seen in the library
and Student Centre Showcases. Exchange trips were
also a part of the programme and a large dinner
dance open to the student body ended the year.
   




An important part of
university for students in the
School of Nursing is membership
in the Nurses’ Club. This year’s
activities included both guest
lectures for their own advancement
and their annual blood drive for















      
Back: Maryann Mulveney, Brenda Steel (Pres), June Rajnovich, Sue Bedford, Ellen
McGee, Sandi Beatty, Kathy Haran.
Front: Pat Wigle, Lynne Shirley‘ Marilyn O‘Hearne, Olga Campbell, Pam Searles (V-P),
This year the University Council for Women (U.C.W.)
has been highly successful. Made up of fourteen hard-working
young women, U.C.W. has sponsored such things as the
Big and Little Sister Coke Party and the Children’s Christmas
Party for Underprivileged children. Of course, the most
popular dance on campus, The Sadie Hawkins Dance, was
again a roaring success. These along with the other functions
organized by U.C.W., we hope have taken us another step
in the direction of promoting closer relationships among all
the women on and off campus. We wish to thank everyone




The International Student Organization is a group
formed to promote the intellectual, cultural and
social advancement of the foreign students on
campus. Membership also provides, for the
Canadian student, rewarding contacts with students
visiting us from other lands. The highlight of this
year’s many functions was the 1.5.0. dance held in
Ambassador Auditorium January 27. Entertainment












   
The Economics and Political Science Club, for the academic year of 1967-1968,
pursued the reputation of being the Active Club on campus—and in many
respects the club did reach its goal. The 90 paying members were informed of
both club and pertinent non-club activities by a club newspaper, and innovation
of this year’s executive. The active spirit, initiated by our victorious entry in this
year’s Homecoming Parade, was maintained by a series of informal discussions,
, 5 held on a bi-monthly basis at the Canterbury Grad House, where members
mi] were given a chance to discuss and debate various issues with the club’s guests.
Our non-partisan policy was reﬂected in the socio-academic format this year,
which included relations with Communists, professors, lawyers, labour leaders,
members of parliament and extra-university student associations. The two major
projects of the EC. and Poli. Sci. club were a banquet in the Crown Room of the
Viscount, where a debate was held on wage parity and a trip to session of the
provincial Legislature in Toronto. Both were outstanding successes. In view of
the excellent standing of the club this year, I would like to thank Prof. Burrell,
Dr. Wagenberg, Fr. Kingston, Bob Somers, the other members of the executive
and all the active and interested members who took part and helped in the club
function.
  





Bryn Davies " r~
(Pres.) 1
Dave Lowe   
  
THE DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA—consist—
ing of 103 members under the musical direction of
Sixten Ehrling and associate conductor Valter Poole.
CHR u R E S I performs over 200 concerts
annually. (Nov. 12, 1967.)
—a culmination of todays modern Christian ideals at
work. It consists of the many and varied talents: lectures,
music, drama, films, the Arts, philosophy and criticism.
John J. A. McLaughlin — famed
oceanologist, and Chairman of the
Biological Sciences Dept, Fordham
University appeared Feb. 11, 1968







Sydney J. Harris — author of the
noted column “Strictly Personal"
discussed with Marshall McLuhan
“The Quest for Significance on
Campus", Sept. 10.
The Vienna Choir Boys — the
world’s most beloved choir captures
each audience with their perform-
ances. (March 3, 1968).
Gilbert and Sullivan a. la. Carte —— excerpts great
moments from the 13 operettas, Oct. 29, 1967.
  
 DRAMA SOCIETY
FOUR MAJOR PRODUCTIONS AND AN
introduction to "Children‘s Theatre" were all part
of the busy schedule of the Drama Society. Windsor
Star’s Jack Meredith acclaimed the society as
“. . . one of the finest groups we have witnessed . . .”.
All productions were performed in Essex Hall
Theatre.
   
THE CHANGELING
. . . plot intricacy







. . . a new experience in the































DEATH OF A SALESMAN
. . . overall excellency of these
characters provided for a surprisingly
even performance which held












































































































































































There’s more coverage there.
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came to their aid. Student leaders
won the battle by receiving a written
guarantee from SCAD that the ad-
ministration would not interfere with
student publications. Finally the
‘Students Committee for Spiegel‘
fought to keep a good professor from
being dismissed by the Administra-
tion. Out of this came a more consci-
ous and involved student body.
  
Student Power emerged in full this year. Four
seats on the Senate did not deter the students
in their fight to regain their rights. It began
slowly with a demonstration against recruit-
ment on campus by the Dow Chemical Co.
But this was merely a prelude to the focal
issue of freedom of the press. Administration
interference with the publication of the News-
paper, THE LANCE, and the literary maga-
zine, GENERATION, before Christmas was
successfully challenged by the editors. ln Janu-
ary, when the editors of the Lance were forced
to resign their positions, over 200 demonstrat-




   
 
Hi there Ambassador photographer!







What spot do I put my hands on next?
 



















    
Yes, Carol this is your
computer date,
But my Daddy told me never
to accept gifts from strangersl
What is Joe doing in there?    
What now baby?
See what the school of Physical Education can do
for you.
I wonder what my mother
would do in a case like this
Mais Charles . . . . Je suis canadienne
Je m‘appelle 4 “Quebec





























Yes, Carol this is your
computer date.
But my Daddy told me never
to accept gifts from strangers!
What is Joe doing in there?
   
  
  
Mais Charles . . . ‘ Je suis canadienne
Je m’appelle — “Québec
See what the school of Physical Education can do
for you.









 This is Santa Claus?
  
And they say there‘s violence
over there!
 
















GRADUATE PHOTOS (submitted after deadline)
  
    
Robert Abbot Joanne Bounsall Thomas Elliott
Betty Fodor
, B.A. B A B.Sc.
B A
¢
Conception Bay, Nﬂd. Windsor, Ont. Detroit, Mich. Windsor, Ont.
 
   
  
   
w 1 Catherine Gaffney
 
  
     
   
’ BA. Paul Henry
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j m or Toronto, Ont.









   

























~  Richard Johnson IVB.A. k" Windsor, Ont. .A
Frank Kennelly Thomas Knight James McDonald
. . B.A. B.A.
Burnaby, BC. Wallaceburg, Ont. Windsor, Ont.







"‘- Frank Micallef Gerald Pouget Olwyn Veighey
Robert Walker
1 BA. MA. 138 BA. . .
Toronto, Ont. Harrow. Ontario Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
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Dick Moriarity. Director of Athletics Since 1956, is the back—
bone of the men‘s athletic programme on campus. Under his





The Men’s Athletic Council is a valuable asset to Dick Moriarity in the
organization and control of intramural and intercollegiate sports. Each year the
Council awards the Doctor Perry Memorial Trophy to the Faculty with the most
athletic competition points gained during the year. The worthy recipients last year
were the Engineers.
Back: Ed Rosar. Rick Frank. Barry Holden. Paul Ciceri, Rick Harrison. Joe Lukes.
Peter Lapsley, Joe Bardswich. Chuck Allan.
Middle: Steve Bellringer, Ried Collacott. Elliot Dunlop, Jorge Merino, Rick Trembly.
Dave Lee. Jerry Reynell, John Schlueter. Alex Mathcson‘












Back: Marian Duquette, Eleanor Stanevicius, Bonnie McPhail. Sue Donnelly, Gloria
Thibert. Dorothy Strachan.
Middle: Mary O‘Brien. Mary Ann Van DerPryt. Sue Fleming. Anne Emerson. Joanne
Conway. Linda Werbowy. Heather Sinclair,
Front: Barb Karnochan. Marge Holman. Jane Clancy. Marianne Mulveney. Pam
Searles. Linda Huckle.
W.A.C.
The Women’s Athletic Council under the leadership of
Anne Emerson has presented an opportunity to all women
on campus of attaining fellowship, goodwill, and a com-
petitive spirit.
Mrs. Thomson began her Windsor career in 1961 upon
graduating from London Teachers’ College. She was
appointed Assistant Athletic Director and Head of the
Women’s Athletics and has produced a well diversified






Because of many serious injuries incurred during the intramural
football games last fall, the Athletic Department terminated it’s
schedule of remaining games. In place of the traditional champion-
ship football game during Homecoming Weekend, the intramural
soccer champs were determined. Ironically this is the eve of
Windsor’s entrance into OIAA Intercollegiate football action.
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   Back Row: Ernie Bezaire, Brian Dunn, Mickey
Mantle, Pat Murray. Roger Maris, Len Laurin,
Gerry Koski, Bernie Bechard, Reg Baraniuk
Front Row: Ken Dowdell, Dave Mills, Mike




The Lancer wrestling team under the coaching of Pro-
fessor Gino Fracus produced as a team competent in
intercollegiate competition. His 14 man team included 4
returnees Bob and Phil Rivest, Dave Lee and Harry




This is our 143 ma'n Squamish Team—Season‘s Statistics
All Wins No Losses. No Ties‘ No Games
  
     
The Lancer track and field team, under the
direction of coach Mike Sharratt and John
Nash was the largest in the history of the
University. The varsity squad consisted of
the following men: Roger Beauchemin, Jerry
Bunce, Tom Elliott, Mike Haugh, Pat Kil-
roy, Harry Kline, John Kukurin, Denis
Landry, Peter Lapsley, Dave Lumb, Alex
Matheson, Bob Nemeth, Mike Phee, Ray
Petrauskas, Carl Phillips, Claude Parker,




Kallol Chatterjee. Tom Prinzing, Colin Durie,
Keith Hurst. Don McArthur.
Front Row (l-r):
Richard Lewchuck, Edward Sarian. Abe Hadeed.
Herman Rodriguez, Noel Gotha,


























































OUR GIRLS IN ACTION
Know the sweet, innocent young chicks you see around campus
and think of as easy game for a smooth mover? Don’t look now
but they’re athletes. The women participate in many aspects of
sports, such as swimming, fencing (co-ed), volleyball, and basket-
ball. Now you know why those guys on the basketball court looked
different.
Back Row (l-r): Mrs. Judy Sarvor (coach), Joanne Conway, Carol Beattie. L
ana Soper,








































































' I Under the watchful eye of Mr. Ciccotelli this year’s
.1 ' Windsor’s Fencing Team has developed into a strong con-
' tender in Tournament play. Among their highlights was a
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Back: Mrs, Thomson, Marion Duquette, Susan O’Neil, Barb Long, Gloria Thilbert, Linda
Moffatt. Virginia Heyninck, Kristen Earl.
Front: Rika Huijgen, Jane Clancy, Margery Holman. Sue Stauth, Anne Emerson, Pamela
Bookham.
In 1966-1967 the University of
Windsor Women’s Volleyball Team
(Lancerette) won the League cham-
i pionship and also the consolation
rating at the Canadian National
Championships at Second Century
Week. This year’s team also under
the direction of Mrs. Thompson, com-
bines hardwork with ability in de-
fence of their title.
 







Back Row l-r: Georgina Balanoff. Linda Swintak. Mary O'Brien, EV Kendall, Katy
Murdock. Marion Lcack. Sue Hilton (coach)
Front Row l~r: Heather Sinclair. Kate lnnes, Barb Carnochan, Mary Anne VanDerPryt.
Noelle Burford. Carolyn Fitzpatrick
 
      
THE LANCERET'I‘ES, U of W’s women’s basketball
team, has shown itself to be a high calibre basketball
team when, for the first time in the history of competition
with Western, defeated their girl’s team in a triumphant
outing earlier this year.
  
   
   
Since Bob Samaras took over as coach in 1962-63, only
four Canadian teams have managed to defeat the Lancers.
This reputation is at stake as the Lancers complete the
grueling 1967-68 schedule, part of which is listed, with
scores, below. Bob Samaras’ rookie squad, half the team
are new, is in contention for the all-important first place
in the O-QAA Western Division. With first place goes the
right to host the O-QAA overall Championships which











U of Chicago 65
‘ Wayne State 88
U of Guelph 96
Central Michigan 57
U of Waterloo 66
Loyola 52






























   










SANTE SALVADOR CHRIS WYDRZYNSKI
i
  

















































































:   
Back Row: Jim Seidewand, Michael Odea, John Elcombe, Glen Wasyliniuk, Howard
Christie
Front Row: Terry Roberts, Joe Connolly. Michael Crowe, Thomas Grant, Ed Chittaro
(coach)
ED CHITTARO, coach of the Crusaders, is faced each
year with the difficult task of developing young players
who will eventually graduate to the senior team. Four
of this year’s Lancers played under Coach Chittaro in
1966-67. He undoubtedly has accomplished this difficult
task as exemplified by the success of the Lancers in Ca-






WHO’S GOT the spirit? Windsor’s
got it and the cheerleaders make it.
Five guys and EIGHT luscious
BROADS (three subs) make up the
Lancer Screamers. But, contrary to
most fans, beauty is not the only




Imagination is also a prerequisite. Our
gang exhibited great ideas this year
with such cheers as the “Tony Hand-
grab” and the “Crackup”. Next year
the Screamers will be sockin’ it to the






















































TENSE action as five-time OQAA
































 Back Row: Mr, J, Nash. A1 Colman, John Kent, Ron Shabley. Keith Young. A1 McMillan.
Jim Osborne,
Front Row: Tom Fox. Ed Brand. Gord Malvem. Pat Kilroy, Paul Laing.
Absent: Ron Reriwick, Jim McKcnnirey.
 
Excellent coaching coupled with hard work and
desire helped bring the swimming team much closer
to it’s goal of a championship team. Strong evidence
to support this can be seen in the team's change from
a 3 win, 5 loss record this year.
The team plunged in to the “Basilian Bathtub"
everyday from 4:30 to 6:00 under the watchful eye
of their coach. Mr. Nash. Hard work paid off as all
former U. of W. swimming records were broken by
this year‘s squad. To coach Nash, both for his superior
coaching and encouragement the team wishes to extend
their thanks.
Also, Mr. Nash would like to express his hearty
congratulations to the young men and women on the
team for being both dedicated and successful. Next
year with the new olympic pool. the university can com-
pete more favorably with other teams.
 
   
Lancer Intercollegiate Swim




19, was the victim of a motor vehicle accident in August of 1966. He was a ﬁrst-
year Arts student who came from Cathedral High School in Hamilton, Ontario. ~
Along with being a spirited resident student Jim was a very enthusiastic athlete
in both the track and swim teams. In the field of academics, he was a serious
student who was interested in work that would enable him to help people.
In Memory of James Hamon a trophy has been provided for the Most Valuable
Player on the Men’s Swim Team.
l58
  
Row 3 l-r: Bill Mitchell (Trainer). Wayne Pye. Mike Murray. Neil Bradbury. Hugh
Carroll, Jim Macdonald.
Row 2: Reg Baraniuk, Barry Hayward. Brian Collins, Bob McCabe. Bill Wright. Paul
Henry, Len Laurin. Ray Hermiston (coach)
Row 1: Frank Micallef, Brian Dunn. Tom Knowlton. Dennis Devriese. Dave Prypich
THE LANCER hockey team, Windsor’s “Gay Blades”, are in the graduating
class of the Ontario Intercollegiate Athletic Association. Their final year was
a considerably successful effort. Before graduation, however, the Lancers
completed the destruction of a small gnat in the Lancer hide. St. Clair
College fell to the power of the Lancer team and lost the “City Champion-
ship”. Next year the Lancer hockey squad will try its hand at knocking down
the “big ones” in the O-QAA.




LANCER speed and accuracy.














































   
    
   
  
    
  
    
   
  


















Wayne Baxter 2 l
Bev Beattie 1 ‘ 1














































    
      
 
       
  
       
 
       
  
      
    
    
    
      
   
  
  
   
 
     
      














































   



































































Mary Anne Ducharme 2





























   
    
   
 
  
    
   
 
   
  
  
   
 
  
   
   
Roland Duplessis i
Dwa\ ne Durocher 2
Brenda Duncan 2






































































































   
 
 
   
      
   
  
      
    
 











































  Ken Kinsley 1
Liz Kerley 3
Norma Kirban 1    
  
Henry Kowolyk 1




















































    
_, a.» Mm”.
Linda Lee Lue 2
David Lumb 2
Susanne Lutsch 1















































































































Michael O Connell 1









































O‘Heron ll Ordway 3 Ed Orsini 2
Mary Lynda





















Rooney 3 Ross 1 Roth 3
Betty Leena




   
Colette Cathie Ann
Papineau 2 Parr l
Yolande Donna























Rowan 2 Roy 1 r
John AnneAMarie













































Suriana 2 Sussman l
MaryAnn Linda


























































    
    
     
         
  
       
      
  
    
  







































Tait l   













































Tanguay 1 Taylor 1 Taylor 3













































































































   




























































Frank Auch Ralph Mary Ann Thomas




ElVind Andy Colman Brian Karl V
Ande'se" l Arison 3 Balough l Barrow 2 Bernhard? 3
      
John Birchall 2 Leo Bouckhout 3
Joyce Bond P Keith Bruce 2
Michael Bofsford 2
   
   
Mike Bumbaso 2 John Carron 1
Jerry Bunce 2 Yongsil Chaidilokpong P
John Carey 2 Ron Clancy 2
r
l
3 John Clement 1 Carol Conley l
; Paul Class P Bill Curry 1
i F. Michael Cogliaii l Rosa Dafor l
l
Wayne Davis 1 Mark Dorrepaal 1
David Dawson 1 AI Dresser l
. . Richard Dixon 1 Jim Dowling 1
Al Eberle 2 Ron Eby P
l, Dan Eberwein 2 Richard Erdeg 2
K.
Rick Gartshore i Ted (Bible 2
ﬁ Bob Gateman 2 Bill Gill 1 ,
g' Robert Gibb 2 Wilfred Gobert l
l
David Grant 2 Brian Grundy 1
Gregory Grondin 2 Jim Hardy l
1 John Greven 3 Geoffrey Hayman 2
i
l
Paul Hayman 1 Bruce Hirst l
Bryon Henry 1 Bill Hodgins 3
Roger Hills 2 Ronald Holmes 1
Barb Hudelson 2
Willis Hopkin 2 Lynda Hutchison l
Larry Hotchkiss P Kenneth Johnke P
Lee Jim Arr Kidd Ahti Tibor






   
Paul Elaine John
Laing 1 Lavoie 2 Lech 2
Annette Josette
Lalonde 3 Lavaie 1

























J1 Alan White 1
Eugene Mike
Yoremczuk 2 Zitter l
Gene Keith
Yaremczuk 2 Young 2
Doug Scott Harry








































Adler 2 Allen 2










































   





































Hurst 2 Introcaso 2
Harlie Brian
Johnston 1 Kemp l
   
  
Fay Rob


























Piazza l Prangley 2  
Bob Murray
Jaques 2 Jones I
    




























Renaud 2 Ricica 3
  
 
Judy Freeman Jim Riseborou ;h 2












































































   
  































































Randy P ater   
         
  
     
  
Kingdon 1 kristiansen 1
Eric Lansdell 3 Dennis Luc1
Richard Lazar 1 Rocco Lucente 1
Larry Mangotich 1 Terry Mastromattei 2
Don Mavinic 3 David Matthews 1
Richard Martin 1 Jeffrey McArthur 2
Rick McCreary 1 Carol Menna 2
John McDonald 3 Kaliu Merirnets 2
Lorne Meloche 3 Jorge Merino 3
Ken Miles 4 Frank Papak 1
Jeffrey Morris 3 Joseph Paribello 1
Russell Muszeta 1 Tom Paterson 1
Bob Patrick 1 Jack Poliszczuck 3
Donald Poole 2 Bernard Pope 1
Victor Rea 1
Robert Pula 2 JOhn Regma l
Gary Radigan 1
Victor Rivest 1 Richard Ronchka 1
Ralph Rizzuto 2 Jim Rondot 1
John Roach 1 Darwin Rounding 3
Yehya Saad 1 Ort Scodeller 1
Andy Sarian 2 Cordall Seaby 2
Uwe Schneider 3 Grant Sedore
Maurice Sekersky 1 Fred Shady 3





Stanley Ste h n
2 180 1 9 ° 5  
  
    David Sylvester 2
Ken Taylor 1
Ron Tingle 1
Jerry Tenenbaum l    
   
  Doug Thoms 2 Bruce Vernon 3
Greg Valcke l POT Versage 1
John Woodall 2 Bob Waymoufh 3
Lucien Wallaerf Jim Whiting l ‘
George Walker 1 Orrie Wigle 2
Kirk Windibank l Kenne1h Yamashito 1
Michael Wira 3 Gerry Yamoshita 2
Kam Sing Wong 2 Philip Kenny l
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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
and its
Federated and Affiliated Colleges





FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FACULTY OF LAW
FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES
School of Nursing







 Shiffer Hillman Quality Tailored Clothes
520 PELISSIER ST. PHONE 254-8888
» RAY SEGUIN IMPORTERS
‘ I Owned and Operated by [it l.
I DRESS STUDIO LTD. _ (y
 
T I‘ MONFORTON'S LTD.





    
I
~ The Gift House of Canada
1; II TELEPHONE 253-5612
.I | o DIAMONDS
O SWISS WATCHES
~ runs 3v ARPIN o -I O ENGLISH CHINA
o IMPORTED CRYSTAL E W E L LE R S
:I DONALD ARPIN . FINE LEATHER J
' I FURS LIMITED GOODS
I
_»: 484 PEUSSIER ST WINDSOR ONT Registered JewelIers—Americon Gem Society






a Our congratulations and best wishes for your





' I WE HOPE YOU WILL COME BACK




Architects - Engineers — Windsor, Ontario
RENT-ALL CO.
CHAIR 8. TABLE RENTAL SERVICE
Folding Chairs
Banquet & Bridge Tables




MUTUAL FUNDS — COMMODITIES
254-5141 — 656 OuelleIIe Ave.
CompIimenTs of
CHICKEN COURT
2-7226 531 Pelissier STreeT—Nexf To Y.M.C.A‘
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
Branches
1550 Huron Line ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,256-5448
1357 Ottawa ________________________________________ 2543267
487 Ouellef‘re ________________________________________252—2791





210 DETROIT STREET WINDSOR, ONTARIO  185   
  
Compliments of
WIPP PEST CONTROL COMPANY
SANITARY MAINTENANCE
Janitorial Services and Supplies
253-3562 282 Pitt St. E.










All Students Shop at
105 STlllER
10% OFF
Everything in clothing that the young man needs
Guarantee all English woollens
Also everything fitted for customer satisfaction
90 Days with no carrying charges
Same as Cash
Rental Service for all Dances and Weddings
@Vl/W
OFFICE SUPPLY LIMITED




At Exit of Ambassador Bridge
Dining Room — Coffee Shop
Heated Swimming Pool
On Hwy. 3 — Easy access to 401
5 Minutes to Downtown Windsor
Walking Distance to U. of W.
NEW ~— MODERN — 12] UNITS
WINDSOR, ONT.
Phone — Area Code 5I9, 254-3771   I86
   
Young people with an eye
to the future choose a career
with Toronto-Dominion
best obtainable.
The Toronto-Dominion Bank offers career-minded
young people some of the finest business opportunities
and working conditions in Canada today.
You can go iust as far as your own ability will take
you at Toronto-Dominion. Our training program is
second to none and our fringe benefits among the
These benefits include medical, hospital and group life
insurance programsandacompleteretirementplanwhich
is among the most comprehensive you'll find anywhere.
If you'd like to know more about career opportunities
with Toronto-Dominion see the Manager of the branch
nearest you or write for our free booklet, “The Sky’s
The Limit”. Address your letter to: General Manager,
Personnel Division, The Toronto-Dominion Bank, 55
King St. West, Toronto, Ontario.
'TCJFICIBTTID-IJCJhﬂIIlICIBI





WINDSOR  187  
   Compliments of
NATIONAL PAINTING
& DECORATING, WINDSOR, I.TD.
252-1144ﬁ253-17I5
725 Wyandotte East
   
‘ 1
Jim Mitchell Vince Gagnior Lou Popovich
A Name for Fine Clothes
0 I
Wickham 5
253-4422 of Windsor 286 Ouellette
  
Nothing Equals the Glamour
Of a FINE LAZARE FUR
Over the years Lazares has been known as
specialists in Fine Furs offering only outstanding
quality, authentic styling—Furs fashioned by
experts, surprisingly moderate in prices. And,
you have the advantage of a very large selection
from which to choose.
lAZARE'S FURS









Heating —— Cooling — Automatic — Clean — Safe
UNION GAS COMPANY
We Meet by Accident
270 Erie St. E. at McDougall
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Phone 252651 I I88  
      
YANAMO'IO STUDIO
1692 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Phone 253-2909
WINDSOR — ONTARIO
 Compliments of Phone 252-5931
Member
§sl PM,»
a? El, RAY ZE'I'NER, A.R.P.S.
BULMER TYPEWRITER COMPANY ‘52 E
24 PHOTOGRAPHY
'4! in?»








Ask today about a 4‘/2°/o True Savings Account.
   








“THE FRIENDLY PAPER HOUSE"
PAPER PRODUCTS POLYETHYLENE
- WRAPPING PAPER . SHEETS
o PAPER BAGS - Rous — nos
. TOILET TISSUE - INDUSTRIAL TAPES
- PAPER towns - GUMMED TAPES
o DRINKING CUPS - CORRUGATED Rous
- PAPER NAPKINS - TWINE:
P WAXED PAPER
MAINTENANCE 8. SANITATION PRODUCTS
975 CRAWFORD 254-1163
CUSTOM ORNAMENTAL
IRON & FENCE CO. LTD.






I. KOVINSKY & SONS






Byron Blueprinting Service Ltd.
662 Pelissier Phone 254-8662
CLARKE TRAVEL SERVICE
254-4397 76 University Ave. W.
BOND CLOTHES
THE STORE THAT CATERS TO THE
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
IO"/o DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES
368 Ouellette Ave. Phone 254-7878
I. W. BRAITHWAITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
FOR WONDER BUILDING - ROOFING ~ SIDING
BUILDING MAINTENANCE




‘ Dosco INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CANADIAN BRIDGE DIVISION
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO
Over 60 Years of Service to Canada
Dial 256-3436 and 252—4170
FARRELL'S PHARMACY LIMITED
I495 Tecumseh Rd. at Gladstone —— Windsor, Ont.
WINOGRAD'S
LADIES' AND MEN’S WEAR
35 Wyandotte St. E. — 253-1717 Compliments ofBartlet, Macdonuld 8. Gow no.OUELLETTE AVENUE AT THE RIVEROpen daily 9 cm. until 5:30 pm.Thursday and Friday nights until 9      254-2551 #_.._d 

































































The Toronto Stock Exchange
The investment Dealers' Association of Canada
Canadian Stock Exchange











Branches at: Gateway Plaza A Darwin Plaza





Equipped with 2-Way Radio
Michigan Licenses
CL 672621 308 Wyandotte Er
blondie cleaners
DRY CLEANERS —SHIRT LAUNDERERS
COLD STORAGE




PO. Box 235 [Walkervillel
I737 WALKER ROAD — WINDSOR, ONTARIO  I92  
 WINDSOR MECHANICAL
CONTRACTORS LIMITED





offers greetings and best wishes to
the staff and students
of
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
To the members of the I968 Graduating Class,
we extend our sincerest congratulations for your





Ward | ________________________________________ H. A. Campbell
Ward M ________________________ G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
Ward III ______________________ R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B.,
F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S.
Ward IV ____________________________________ G. M. Grant, QC.
Ward V ______________________________________________ D. W. Gray
Ward VI .......................................... D. T. Watson
Ward V|| ______________________________________ G. H. Hawkins
Ward V||| ________________________ S. M. McDowalI, B.A.
Appointed Trustees
Separate School Vocational Schools
T. Meconi, B.A. G. A. Lacy, B.A.Sc.
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. L. F. Batterson
PATRONIZE YOUR LOCAL
S. W. 8: A. BUSES





75 Giles West—off Ouellette, Windsor ~ 256-1818  






430 Ouellette Ave. 253-7281
      
 Compliments of
COMPLIMENTS OF
WHITE PLUMBING & HEATING
CO, LTD, HUCKER BROTHERS CARPETS
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS 2528305 1489 OUELLETTE




For one hundred years, the Commerce has been the sign
of the finest in banking services. Either at home,
or whereveryou travel, let the Commerce take care
of your financial problems. There are branches
in every major centre in Canada
to offer you the finest in convenient, courteous service.
CANADIAN IMPERIAI‘IDBANK OF COMMERCE
 
A manufacturerof auto parts
with an eye to the future SUN PARLOR
wishes to congratulate graduates ADVERHSING
of the Universityof Windsor _
who have the sameviewpoint. Printers & publishers
Newspapers — Books
' 5 3% Eﬂiﬂ‘ﬁd 241 Drouillard 252-5738
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Better ideas count only if you are first. The selectivity tower pictured at Ford of
Canada’s new St. Thomas passenger car assembly plant is an example. It adds a
new profile to the skyline of the Canadian automotive industry. Twelve storeys high,
it stacks car bodies for immediate use when required on the final assembly line. It is
a better idea—the kind that helps ensure better products.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LlMlTED@
  197
         
   
 
HAIR STYLES ,
Wayne Bartlett WINDSOR, ONTARIO C°mP""‘e"'S °f
    
    
   
 
General Fire Extinguishers
Phone 254-9239 Phone 969-1233
24 Wyandotte St. E. 1259 Grand Marais Rd. Windsor. 0'“-
 
l
I am sending this back to Israel
«
0 yeah. I did that when I was a Kid *
Well Doc, the headache starts about here.
To you too SCAD. you don‘t scare me
   
A hard days night
We sure took care of him
A11 profs are really
students at heart
   
Ah honey, just one more time
 






Believe it or not, that is how many languages
there are in the world. And this symbol
means Chrysler in all of them. It’s a Pentastar,
worldwide hallmark of Chrysler. It’s found
in over 130 countries throughout the
world . . . wherever our products are
manufactured, sold or serviced.
Pentastar — mark of Chrysler quality.
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519 RICHMOND STREET - LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
438-7195 or 438-1961
ALL TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE
WINDSOR BODY & FENDER LTD.
I850 University Ave. W. Office 256-4953
M. F. Bernachi — Harold Bernachi
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
Custom Painting & Body Work
 
PAUL SIVADJIAN (0.
THE HOUSE OF RUGS AND BROADLOOMS
Free Parking at the Rear of the Store
766 OUELLETTE AVE. 253—6337
EXCLUSIVE
Rugs and carpeting is our only busmess; we have the largest and most
complete carpet centre in Western Ontario.
WASHING PLANT
At Sivadiian's a most modern carpet washing plant gives our customers
tast and efficient service.
REPAIR ROOM
In repairing, expert craftsmen reweave from the most delicate oriental
rugs, to the finest broadloom carpeting.
BROADLOOM
We have over 100 rolls of carpetmg at all times, 9', 12. and 15'
widths from the finest mills of Canada, England, and Belgium; the
latest designs and most fashionable colors to select from.
ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT
At Sivadiian's we have hundreds of Persian and Indian hand made
oriental rugs; we also carry domestic orientals which are iust as
luxurious as hand made oriental rugs and to suit every budget.
ROLL END DEPARTMENT
Sivadiian‘s has two rooms, full of ro||»end carpeting. Four hundred
(400) to select from, every srze, color, and design imaginable, where
you can save 25 °/o to 40% from regular prices. Some of these rollr
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SEWER PIPE A t
, READY-MIX CONCRETE A
, PATIO BLOCKS IN 5 COLORS A I
3‘.
‘ «Sight: BUILDING MATERIALS LTD. I
nun: TARA REG ‘  
80th Coca-Cola and Coke are regIstered trade marks
thch IdentIfy only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
 
    
5115 E. C. Row Ave. 948-5221   
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A new yearbook—the end of another year—time passing—which step do ou
take next? The thought present in your mind—reflectionsuthe year’s pasta—t
of happiness and times of sorrow when pressures seem too great to bear
TIME
 
co v has been used and both humourous and editorial material interjected.
rBABSSADOR ’68——we sincerely hope you enjoy it.
John D. ;
V Editor-ing-c
   
  
 
5 EDITORS: STAFF: f ,_
I H ‘ Photography—Harlie Johnston , , _ , , . George Ambealglt
Zbigniew Berezéw
Layout and Copy—Gary Lane V , . , . . , . . Mark Brodzki
Scott Danforth
Undergraduates—Marty Thompson . . . . V “HDan Eberwein
John Fulton







«WK: Sports—Ted McGuire , . , . V. . . . r ‘ ,Mike Guertin
John Kristianse'
Business Manager-Alan Flint . . . V . V Jeannette Parke:
,3 p Q Cece Pieczynski
" v: i Kathy Roth
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 G0 LANCERS, G0! thundered the mob
at the University of Western Ontario as
Chris Wydrinski tied the score 45 all at
5:05 of the third quarter. The teams battled
neck and neck until the Mustangs led 49-45.
Western then went on a rampage outscoring
the Lancers 35-17 to attain victory, 84-62,
the OQAA championship, and the right to
participate in the CIAU championships.
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variety and contrasts between acts.
and well executed providing the needed
. . . . . . sets and costumes were elaborate
 
 
   







      
  S.A.C. President Jim Brophy
SAC may prove in the coming year to be
the most effective yet. Greater student par-
ticipation is encouraged and students will be
informed what the council is doing for them.
Help them to help yourself.
2/,“









   
—something new and revolutionary to the
traditional campus. The new term should
herald better student and administration re-
lations as well as making the students take






























   
     
 
SPRING dawns at the University of
Windsor . . . . . . . . . . time to spend
outofdoors............
   
. . . . relieving your tensions in the sun——
by a tennis game, singing your favourite song
or flying your kite down by the river—0r
reminiscing with your friends . . . . . .
   
i'ég'z‘ﬂyﬁmﬁ w. w
    
    
."
‘
. “e71 ' I. Q.“ “ ' ‘ j A SPRING FEVER affects the majority as the
~ -, love plague strikes. The friendly chase nets
the victor his reward . . . . .     Your coffee cup is abandoned
temporarily for better things . . . .
And at Electa Hall . . . . .
 - \m." w :x...’
    .‘olama; .5'\ “
Spring also brings apprehension to









The library becomes a refuge from the out-
side world as you attempt to spew forth
those magic words which gain those ever so
important marks. The days become longer
and the nights shorter . . . . . and coffee, a
necessity.
     
    
  
The night before seems too
short . . . . you can’t seem to
. . remember everything. You hope that your
term marks are good enough. Too soon, the
sun rises. You phone a friend for some ad-
vice. It is his last exam. You have three more
to write. If only you were finished . . . . .
Outside St. Dennis Hall, everyone tries to
hide his anxiety . . .
Confidence grows as you answer the question
you knew the prof would ask.
 
The exams are finished. The year has passed
too quickly. You part from your friends,
many whom you will not see again. Good-
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 GROWTH  
   
This is the key word at the University
of Windsor. By 1971, the population of
the university will include an expected
5,000 undergrads. To accommodate
this growth in numbers the university
must also expand facilities. The new
Physical Education Complex(19) is
due to open in September, 1968. The
new complex provides for expansion
and holds an olympic size swimming
pool, sauna baths, and class facilities.
Remember all those wild parties at the New Frontier Motel? You’ll have to find
a new place to hold your celebrations because the university is purchasing the
building and the land surrounding it. Plans call for the use of the building as
a temporary men’s residence for the year 1968-69 until the new women’s residence
is completed on the Main Campus. Future use of the building is still indefinite,






 Registrants in September ’69 will notice the ;
addition of new buildings to the main 1
campus. Included will be a new building
facing University Avenue to house the
School of Law, a newer and larger library
fronting on Patricia, an extension to the
north wing of Windsor Hall(4a), and a new
food services-student centre building and
residence tower (women) south and west of
Sir John A. Macdonald Hall(10). The new
library and the present library (7) (to be used
as a law library) will be joined by an aerial
walkway. The new food services-student
centre building will accommodate 1,500
students both resident and non-resident.
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Of a non-academic nature, but still vital to the campus, will
be a new building to house the central heating system for
the entire university. This complex is slated for construction
in late 1970 or early 1971. The location for the plant is east
of the Ambassador Bridge exit on the east side of Patricia
Avenue. Also in the planners proposals is students residence
complexes as needed. Postponed for the present is a married
students housing complex. Later residence housing will be
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The area immediately south and east of Sir
John A. Macdonald Hall is now under de-
velopment as the new women’s residence
tower and general food services complex.
Eventually, this area will be a student resi-
dent village of from three to four, ten story
buildings. Other plans call for the removal of
the temporary fine arts building upon com-
pletion of a permanent structure to house
the department. Essex Hall will also see
additions to both the northwest and south-
west ends of the building—the first phase
to commence in 1970-71. '
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